
 

 Cost of Payments Report

SparrowOne Demo, John Smith
sales@sparrowone.com

Transaction Rate: 3.125%

Monthly Transaction Volume: 500

Monthly Transactions in $: $20,000

Monthly Chargebacks: 2

Gateway Fee per Transaction: $0.20

Multi-Currency: No

  Merchant Transaction Cost

  Chargebacks Cost

  Gateway Fees

  PCI Compliance

  Fraud Management

  Reporting and Integration

  Interchange Downgrades

  Security Management

  Audits, Management and Monitoring

  Merchant Health Management

Quoted Merchant Services Rate:

3.13%

Estimated True Cost of Payments:

4.52%

  Estimated Monthly Expense Estimated %

 Merchant Transaction Cost $625 3.125%

 Chargebacks Cost $50 0.250%

 Gateway Fees $100 0.500%

 PCI Compliance $20 0.100%

 Fraud Management $10 0.050%

 Reporting and Integration $10 0.050%

 Interchange Downgrades $56 0.280%

 Security Management $10 0.050%

 Audits, Management and Monitoring $16 0.080%

 Merchant Health Management $6 0.030%

  $903 4.52%
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WHAT IS A COST OF PAYMENTS REPORT?

SparrowOne, a leading provider of managed payment service (MPS) solutions, is committed to

transparency and helping merchants understand and reduce their true payment. Our COP

Report was developed with that in mind.

The payments industry has made it difficult to understand the true costs of payments. When

asked, most merchants will quote their published merchant services (MS) rate. Unfortunately,

this merchant services rate does not capture the total 'cost of payments' - it only addresses a

portion of the true cost of payments for their organization. There are hidden costs, profit leaks

and unexplored opportunities, often overlooked as companies focus on the business of growing

their business.

SparrowOne is committed to helping our clients manage this complexity, reduce costs and

promote growth.

WHAT ARE THE COST DRIVERS IN DETERMINING TOTAL

COST OF PAYMENTS?

The cost of payments can include as many as 14 additional cost drivers, typically not disclosed

in the quick Merchant Services (MS) rate often quoted. Some of the largest additional cost

drivers include PCI Compliance, Gateway Fees, Chargeback Management Fees and Fraud

Management Fees.

These costs are a function of the nature of your business, your industry and your merchant

behavior and can be exceedingly difficult to interpret and monitor.

For a complete list of the primary cost drivers and their explanation, refer to "The Complete List

of Payment Costs".

HOW IS SPARROWONE UNIQUELY CAPABLE IN REDUCING

YOUR TOTAL COST OF PAYMENTS?

Innovative Technology

Interchange Optimization. SparrowOne has its own algorithms for collecting necessary

transactional information and assessing payment scenarios. After automatically collecting all of

the necessary information, our solution cleans and organizes information based on a

card-issuing organization's requirements. This process ensures our merchants receive the best

possible rates.

Managed Payment Services. Turnkey. Outsourced. Simple

Managed Payment Services (MPS) from SparrowOne is the first managed payment services

platform for businesses, which unlike other payment gateway alternatives, represents a turn-key

solution to optimize payment options, reduce transaction costs and risk, and increase revenue.

MPS uses a proven payments platform together with a services management model; integrated

with leading merchant processors so clients can focus on growing their business.

SparrowOne. Payment processing made simple, adapted to your business. Outsourced and

managed by our experts so you can focus on your business. Secure. Global.

OUR STORY.
REDUCING
COMPLEXITY,
PROMOTING
GROWTH.

SparrowOne is not just

another payment

gateway solutions

provider. With a deep

understanding of

payment processing

complexity, SparrowOne

was founded more than a

decade ago to support

one of the most

demanding customers

possible, the United

States Department of

Defense.

SparrowOne was tested

against the highest

benchmarks for security,

scalability and

international payment

support and excelled.

With a unique

commitment to

innovation and

customization,

SparrowOne sought out

client companies that

could not solve their

payment processing

problems with generic

payment gateways and

unsophisticated payment

processors. Today,

SparrowOne is

recognized as a leading

payment solutions

partner for airlines, travel

and other complex

payment environments.



THE COMPLETE LIST OF PAYMENT COSTS

1. PCI Compliance. You may not know, but you are

obligated to be fully PCI compliant - best

practices indicates you should do an internal

review quarterly and an annual audit annually.

Additionally, activities require a regular network

scan by an Approved Scanning Vendor, and an

annual Report on Compliance by a Qualified

Security Assessor and an Attestation of

Compliance. These costs can range from $2,500

a year up to tens of thousands for a large

company.

2. Gateway Fees. Sometimes referred to as

'per-transaction' costs, they are different from the

per-transaction cost from your merchant

services. In order to connect to your processor, a

payment gateway is generally required. Gateway

fees are charged by your payment gateway

provider on a per-transaction base. These costs

can range from $0.02 to $0.03 depending on

your gateway provider.

3. Chargeback Management. Your chargeback rate

determines how risky VISA and MasterCard view

your business. More than 1% of chargebacks

can cause issues such as termination. The

higher your chargeback rate is, the riskier your

businesses is viewed, resulting in higher

processing fees. Also, the cost to

defend/manage these chargebacks can range

from $20 to $40 per transaction when you

include the resources and tools needed to

process them effectively.

4. Fraud Management. According to Chase , 86%

of all merchants experienced frauds in 2016, and

cost 75% companies more than $25,000.

Preventing fraud can not only reduce your overall

profit leak but also significantly reduce the time

consumed in resolving fraud.

5. Currency Management. Managing the fees and

transaction rates related to supporting multiple

currencies requires oversight and reconciliation

resources. It requires an experienced services

provider with proven relationships with

processors and banks.

6. Reconciliation. Reconciliation between payment

systems and accounting systems is a common

and well-known issue for a majority of

companies. Accounting departments typically

spend hours every month to reconcile these

payments. Inaccurate reconciliations can even

cause greater issues.

7. Management Oversight. Review of the payment

infrastructure, vendor relationships, internal

resources, transaction issues, and growth into

new markets, plus numerous other activities

require engagement of management to facilitate

the smooth operation for payment acceptance.

8. Reporting. Given the critical nature of payment

information, the need for unique data sets and

reports requires careful set-up and continual

updates.

9. Integrations. Processors, order management or

shopping cart platforms and payment gateway

providers often update their system regularly.

These updates may result in reconfiguring your

integration, which can take hours for technical

teams. Moreover, large companies who connect

with multiple processors and PSPâ€™s, can

multiply this cost of integration.

10. Annual Reviews. Merchants spend

considerable time reviewing their payment

processes, resources and infrastructure. These

reviews can be invaluable for discussing ways

to improve buyer experiences and options for

making purchases and growing into new

markets.

11. Merchant Account Health Management.

Merchant resources are continually used to

make sure they are addressing merchant

accounts health. These issues can relate to

MID volumes, fraudulent charges, chargeback

rates and things as simple as the impact of

pre-paid cards on your account.



THE COMPLETE LIST OF PAYMENT COSTS

12. Data Security. Data security has become one of

the largest threats to all merchants. Enterprises

like Target and Sony have been breached,

resulting in millions of dollars of losses. The

expenses for monitoring tools, security software

and technical resources continually grow for

most merchants. Failure to remain secure can

cause even larger financial crisis. Target paid

almost 20 million dollars for its data breach in

2013.

13. Foreign Currency Costs. If you sell

internationally, it is likely that you have

encountered significant foreign exchange (FX)

costs without knowing it. Customers prefer to

pay with local currencies and your processor or

other parties convert it for you, for a fee.

Depending on where you are settling your

transactions, there are fees associated with

these decisions.

14. Interchange Management. A downgrade occurs

for a transaction when the card association

such as VISA and MasterCard raise your

interchange rate based on assessed risk

factors. Depending on the payment scenario,

there are thousands of interchange rates that

the card association has added for downgrades

which can cost a merchant 10 to 50 basis

points on a transaction.
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